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Moviz Game Top #25 on 50 countries Free for iOS
Published on 11/13/13
Corsegames is proud to introduce Moviz the Ultimate Movie Quiz, the official entertainment
trivia game. Moviz features movies from our extensive database, so it's made for movie
lovers, by movie lovers. The game is designed to both test and expand your knowledge about
movies and celebrities. Hundreds of fun and challenging pictures about movies and
celebrities covering decades of entertainment. Nine levels of increasing difficulty and
many different ways to win.
Newark, New Jersey - Corsegames is proud to introduce Moviz the Ultimate Movie Quiz, the
official entertainment trivia game. Moviz features movies from our extensive database, so
it's made for movie lovers, by movie lovers! If at first you struggle guessing, don't
worry a bit. The game is designed to both test and expand your knowledge about movies and
celebrities.
TOP 1 in trivia, games and family in more than 50 countries!
Moviz - Guess the movie is now available for Free. The app is available world-wide, in
several languages, on the Apple App Store and Android Play Store.
Comments:
Juan Carlos Martinez: "It's the funniest trivia I've ever played"
Mateo Pereira:"I showed my friends who's the boss!"
Features:
* Hundreds of fun and challenging pictures about movies and celebrities covering decades
of entertainment
* Guessing from several genres including Hollywood Hits, Family Movies and Blockbuster
Films
* Nine levels of increasing difficulty and many different ways to win
* Start and stop anytime
* Win Stars: By guessing all movies starred by your favourites actors and actresses
* Win Oscars: By guessing 25, 50 and more movies during the game
* Win other awards, by guessing all Oldies Movies, Animated Movies and Premiere Movies
Extend your Game:
* Take your game to the next level by earning coins and unlocking new levels in different
genres
* Purchase coins to get hints and unveil more levels and movies
* Purchase "no Ads" and stop wasting time
Become the ultimate entertainment trivia master:
* Get more points without missing any time. Get more points by guessing the movie in your
first attempt
* Ask your friends for help
* Share the game for free coins
Compete and share:
* Share your scores with friends through Facebook amd twitter
Corsegames kindly invite you to try the application they created with so much effort and
dedication. IT will be great importance for them if you can write a review about Moviz,
since you have an extent knowledge about great apps.
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Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* This app is optimized for iPhone 5
* 21.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Moviz - Guess the Movie 1.0.2 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category.
Moviz - Guess the Movie 1.0.2:
http://movizgame.com
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/moviz-guess-the-movie/id705337240
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/31/b9/b1/31b9b1aec976-fd75-69c6-a9cfc41153cc/screen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://oi43.tinypic.com/2s0ocnn.jpg

Corsegames is a three friends fun company. We decided to bring a fun game to the market,
we are not expecting to be the next big thing but we love movies and we wanted to give
something great for movie lovers. We hope to bring some happiness to this world. Copyright
(C) 2013 Corsegames. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini,
iPod touch, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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